### UNIVERSAL MOUNTING ADJUSTABLE BOX

**PRODUCT FEATURES**
- Adjustable from 0" to 1-1/2"
- Allows for direct-to-stud installations
- Compatible with the SSB and SSB-TBAR for between stud and overhead installations (Pg. P1)

**SHIPS PREASSEMBLED**

**PRENAED**

**DIRECT-TO-STUD**
Guided-slots on each side allow the box to be easily adjusted by simply loosening the screws.
*Adjustable 0" to 1-1/2"

---

**6-way Adjustability**

**Seismic Wiring Holes**

**BETWEEN WALL STUDS**
Use SSB to mount **FA-UMAB** anywhere in between wall stud cavities

**BETWEEN DRYWALL CEILING JOISTS**
Use SSB to mount **FA-UMAB** between ceiling joists

**SUSPENDED/DROP CEILING GRID**
Use SSB-TBAR to mount **FA-UMAB** in T-bar drop ceiling grids

---

**BOX MOUNTING ADAPTER**

**PRODUCT FEATURES**
- Mounts to 4" and 4-11/16" square boxes
- Adjustable Back Support helps maintain rigidity when installed
- Low profile design limits drywall bulging
- For use with metal or wood studs

**Cat. No.** | **Description** | **Std. Pkg.**
--- | --- | ---
UMAB | 4" Square Box 3-1/2" Deep, Adjustable Up to 1-1/2". Adapter Included | 10
FA-UMAB | Fire Alarm 4" Square Box 3-1/2" Deep, Adjustable Up to 1-1/2". Adapter Included | 10

**Cat. No.** | **Description** | **Std. Pkg.**
--- | --- | ---
BMA-23 | Box Mounting Adapter with 3-1/2" & 2-1/2" Far Side Support | 25
BMA-4 | Box Mounting Adapter with Far Side Support up to 4" | 25

**DIRECT-TO-STUD**
BMA allows for boxes to be mounted directly-to-stud

---
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